Stevens Cooperative School

Title: Maternity Leave Head Pre K Teacher

Location: Hoboken, NJ

Job Type: Full-Time (Experienced)

Compensation Type: Salary

Start Date: 8/22/2017

Job Description: Stevens seeks an interim, maternity-leave Head Pre-kindergarten Teacher for the 2017-18 school year. The position will begin on August 22 and end in March.

Primary Responsibilities: Oversight of student progress including academic, social/emotional needs and behavior, and daily classroom maintenance. Candidates should be interested in working with a variety of age groups, have developed communication skills, and are committed to teaching.

Qualifications:

- Knowledge and understanding of early childhood development
- Ability to motivate and stimulate children's learning abilities through a range of experiences
- Comfortable planning and implementing curriculum in language arts, math, social studies, and science areas
- Ability to provide a secure environment to learn, care for and support for the developmental needs of each child
- Understanding of progressive practices
- Ability to cultivate and maintain a safe and inclusive classroom culture that values various perspectives
- Comfortable building and maintaining a positive rapport with parents/primary caregivers
- Proficient with using technology
- Flexibility and resourcefulness
- Skilled writer and communicator
- Undergraduate degree required and completed master’s degree preferred
- Knowledge of assessment practices and experience with reporting
- Willing to collaborate with others

Application Instructions: Resume and cover letter should be sent by email to jobs@stevenscoop.org.

Disclaimer Information

About the organization: We imagine a world with well-informed, engaged citizens who are motivated to make a difference. In partnership with our diverse faculty, staff, families and the greater community, Stevens Cooperative School students explore, question and communicate in ways that will inspire and shape the future.